“Highest Credit Card Debt in History” was US headline news in early August 2023. This is quite a change from credit card debt during the pandemic, when reduced consumer spending led to a large drop in average credit card balances.\(^1\) After reaching an all-time high and exceeding $1 trillion in the second quarter of 2023, credit card debt and usage moved into the spotlight.

What’s behind this rise in credit card debt to a trillion dollars? Everyone knows that debt is money owed in exchange for loans or for goods or services purchased with credit. But understanding credit card debt requires some knowledge of the history, purpose, and function of credit cards.

**The Evolution of Credit Cards**

The Diners Club card was invented by businessmen in 1950 and was the first modern-day credit card. It allowed people to charge meals in local restaurants and then pay the full balance due at the end of a month. This evolved into banks issuing cards with revolving credit: In 1958, Bank of America launched its first credit card, which became Visa in 1976.\(^2\)

Today there are four major companies that issue credit cards—Visa, Mastercard, American Express, and Discover—as well as countless smaller issuers. Many consumers consider credit cards a necessity! They are a convenient way to purchase goods and services without carrying cash or writing a check, and sometimes you’re required to use one. For example, car rentals may not rent a vehicle without a credit card.

---


\(^2\) "Money often costs too much.” —Ralph Waldo Emerson

"Q: What exactly does a trillion dollars look like?  
A: A trillion one-dollar bills, laid end to end, would stretch 96,906,656 miles—further than the distance of the earth to the sun."
How Typical Credit Cards Work

Credit card issuers use information from credit reports—and the credit scores they generate—to make most decisions about issuing credit cards and setting interest rates on accounts. A credit report includes a consumer’s credit history, and a credit score is calculated based on information in the credit report.

A credit card is an unsecured loan and does not require collateral. From a card issuer’s perspective, an unsecured loan is quite risky and has a high possibility of not being repaid. Therefore, interest rates on credit cards are often high overall. Generally, credit card applicants with higher credit scores are more likely to get a lower interest rate or annual percentage rate (APR), while applicants with lower credit scores will get higher interest rates because of the higher risk in lending them money.

A credit card offers revolving credit, usually designed for repeated use, with a preapproved credit limit. A card issuer determines the credit limit for an account using an applicant’s credit report information and income. The amount of available credit decreases and increases as consumers borrow and then repay funds, oftentimes with interest.

Credit cardholders receive monthly statements from a credit card issuer. A statement includes a list of purchases made during that monthly billing cycle, the balance owed, the due date, and the minimum payment required—the lowest amount due each billing cycle. The card issuer calculates a minimum payment as a percentage of an account’s total balance and any past due amounts owed.

When a credit cardholder carries a balance, paying only the minimum amount by a due date, the card issuer will charge interest on the remaining balance. Making minimum payments means a cardholder will take longer to pay off the balance and will be charged more interest in the long run.

If a cardholder does not make a payment by a due date, the card issuer will charge a late fee and add it to the balance on the card. If a cardholder pays less than the minimum amount due, the card issuer will treat it as a missed payment and report it to credit bureaus. Missing payments will negatively affect a cardholder’s credit history and credit score.

Credit card issuers will not charge interest or late fees if a cardholder pays the statement’s full balance each billing cycle by the due date. Paying a balance in full each month positively affects a cardholder’s credit history and credit score.

The Lowdown on Credit Card Debt

With credit card balances having reached a record high in 2023 (Figure 1), a question arises: What are some contributing factors for this upward trend? A survey in early 2023 showed that 41% of cardholders owed credit card debt during 2022, and 72% of this group had added debt during 2022. Of those who added debt, 48% identified inflation and inflation rates (Figure 2) as the cause, while 34% blamed higher interest rates (Figure 3). The remaining 24% stated income as the primary reason.

The combination of these components increases the possibility that consumers will have difficulty paying balances due and accumulate more debt.
Interest or Annual Percentage Rates

Most credit card issuers don’t offer just one interest rate, or APR, to everyone. Issuers offer a range of possible rates based on an applicant’s credit risk and credit score. Those with higher credit scores tend to be offered lower interest rates, but this is not guaranteed when opening a new credit card account. At the end of the third quarter in 2023, the average APR for all accounts was 21.19%, but the average APR for new credit card accounts was 24.45%.

There are also different interest rates for different categories in a credit card account, which include the following:

- An **introductory APR** may be offered to new applicants. This is an incentive that card issuers offer; it may be a very low or 0% APR for a certain amount of time.
- A **purchase APR** is the interest on purchases made with the card.
- A **cash advance APR** may be charged when the card is used at an ATM.
- A **balance transfer APR** is charged on balances transferred from another card and is usually lower for a certain amount of time.
- A **penalty APR** is applied when a consumer misses a credit card payment.

Regardless of which APR applies, it will affect the amount of credit card debt. And APR rates tend to be variable, which means they can change over time. When consumers use credit cards to pay expenses and pay off their balances in full each month, the APR is not an issue: They do not pay any interest at all. For consumers who don’t pay the full balance or pay just the minimum amount, the APR is very significant. And it is very costly when consumers miss their payments, as it adds to the national credit card debt: From a low in the second quarter of 2021, the share of all credit card accounts 30 or more days past due has trended upward (Figure 4).
Rights and Responsibilities of Cardholders

Over the years, credit card laws have given consumers some protection. For example:

- The Fair Credit Reporting Act of 1970 governs how credit information is used and gives consumers the right to know what’s in their credit reports.\(^5\)
- The Equal Credit Opportunity Act of 1974 made it illegal for credit card companies to discriminate based on race and gender.
- The Fair Credit Billing Act, also passed in 1974, allows consumers to dispute unauthorized charges on their bills.
- The FICO score was introduced by the Fair Isaac Corporation in 1989 as a tool to help assess whether card applicants were creditworthy.\(^6\)
- The Credit Card Accountability Responsibility and Disclosure Act (Credit CARD Act) of 2009 was introduced in response to the high fees and penalties that credit card issuers charged cardholders. This law protects cardholders from deception by card issuers.

These and other consumer protection laws are helpful to credit cardholders. But it is the responsibility of consumers to understand the way credit cards work and the conditions and terms of their credit card account. For example, according to a Forbes Advisor survey from February 2023, 47% of US cardholders reported that they don’t know or are unsure about the interest rate on their credit card.\(^7\) This oversight can be costly; it’s important to read the fine print and information on a monthly statement to manage an account wisely.

Conclusion

The record-high US $1 trillion credit card debt is a result of several factors, including an increasing number of credit card accounts, inflation, increased interest rates, and credit card account management. While most of these factors are out of the control of consumers, credit card account management can be addressed on an individual level: Consumers can choose the types and number of cards they want, how much to spend on each card, and how to manage each of their accounts. Credit card laws add protections, but a consumer has the responsibility to know what’s involved in using this type of unsecured loan. It means you must pay a bill every month for all the things you purchased. And it’s important to remember that if you don’t pay for all the things you bought by the due date on a statement, those things end up costing much more than their original price because of interest and fees.

---

What’s on Your Monthly Credit Card Statement?

- Balance
- Minimum payment due
- Payment due date
- Credit limit
- Interest/APR
- Fees
- Purchases
- Payments

---

Glossary, continued

Interest rate: The percentage of the amount of a loan that is charged for a loan.

Revolving credit: A line of available credit that is usually designed to be used repeatedly, with a preapproved credit limit. The amount of available credit decreases and increases as funds are borrowed and then repaid with interest.

Unsecured loan: A loan not backed with collateral.
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After reading the article, select the best answer to each question.

1. Which of the following is true?
   a. All credit cards charge the same interest rate for purchases.
   b. The APR can never change after a new account is established.
   c. If the minimum payment is paid, no interest will be charged.
   d. Credit card statements will include the payment due date.

2. The US $1 trillion credit card debt
   a. came during the pandemic when businesses were closed.
   b. was predictable because of lower interest rates beginning in 2022.
   c. was created because of credit card laws that protect businesses from loss.
   d. was identified in the third quarter of 2023 and became headline news.

3. Credit card interest rates
   a. are always the same for new accounts and established accounts.
   b. are usually higher than for other loans because no collateral is required.
   c. do not affect the total amount of national credit card debt.
   d. are determined based on The Equal Credit Opportunity Act of 1974.

4. Inflation
   a. is not a concern for consumers and credit card companies.
   b. is the increase in the average price of many goods and services.
   c. is not a factor in the $1 trillion credit card debt.
   d. does not affect the dollar amount of credit card charges.

5. The Credit CARD Act
   a. was passed to assess the creditworthiness of cardholders.
   b. protects cardholders from deception by card issuers.
   c. prevents credit cardholders from mismanaging their accounts.
   d. was passed in the same year the Diners Club card was invented.
6. When a credit cardholder carries a balance and pays only the minimum amount on the due date each month,
   a. no interest will be charged to the account.
   b. interest will be charged on the remaining balance.
   c. it will take less time to pay off the account.
   d. the cardholder determines the amount of the minimum payment.

7. When consumers pay off their balances in full each month, no interest is charged.
   a. True
   b. False

8. The number of credit card accounts in 2023 is less than the number of accounts in 2019.
   a. True
   b. False

9. Making the minimum payment on a credit card statement, instead of paying the balance in full, means you will
   pay additional interest charges and take a longer time to pay off the balance.
   a. True
   b. False

10. The US $1 trillion credit card debt was first reported in 2020.
    a. True
    b. False